Start Your Week with Space

Join us every Monday at 2:00 p.m. Eastern and get ready for an immersive, Virtual Reality tour of NASA’s Commercial Crew Program! Children of all ages can view each tour at https://go.nasa.gov/DEEP. For more information, please contact bethanne.hull@nasa.gov. Visit nasa.gov/stem/ccp for more STEM educational resources featuring NASA’s Commercial Crew Program.

So, join us and start your week with space!

**October 28th, Week 1:**
**Preparing to Launch America**
An overview of the Commercial Crew Program while relaying historical insights and reviewing CCP’s vehicles and commercial partnerships with Boeing and SpaceX.

**November 4th, Week 2:**
**SpaceX Crew Dragon**
Take a tour of SpaceX Headquarters in Hawthorne, California. This immersive, Virtual Reality experience exhibits the design and manufacturing of the SpaceX Crew Dragon.

**November 18th, Week 3:**
**Boeing CST-100 Starliner**
Get a closer look at the Boeing CST-100 Starliner. This immersive, Virtual Reality tour takes you inside the Commercial Crew and Cargo Processing Facility at Kennedy Space Center where the Starliner is being built.

**November 25th, Week 4:**
**Train Like an Astronaut**
Experience an overview of the astronaut training required for living and working on the International Space Station. This video is an immersive, Virtual Reality tour of the facilities inside Johnson Space Center including the Neutral Buoyancy Lab.

**December 2nd, Week 5:**
**A New Era in Spaceflight**
A continuation of our tour and overview of astronaut training facilities inside Johnson Space Center. This immersive, Virtual Reality tour gives you a closer look at NASA Spacecraft Simulation and Spacesuit Training.

**December 9th, Week 6:**
**Launching from Kennedy Space Center**
Visit Launch Complex 39A and Space Launch Complex 41 at Kennedy Space Center.

**December 16th, Week 7:**
**Video Highlights**
This condensed video includes highlights that take you on an immersive, Virtual Reality tour and overview of NASA’s Commercial Crew Program!